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The Cross and the Lotus

A Study course for Christians
about Buddhism
developed by Dr David Burnett

About the Workbook
Buddhism is not an easy subject for Christians to study because many of the concepts are so
different from those found in Christianity. I have tried to develop the course in a
straightforward way that brings out the key issues as simply as possible. I hope that you find
the course enjoyable and thought provoking.

David Burnett
1. This course is designed to be covered in five sessions of around one-and-a-half-hours
each (e.g. Friday evening and Saturday morning and afternoon). It can also be used in
weekly sessions for five consecutive weeks or spread over a longer period of time.
2. The workbook contains more material than can be covered in the five sessions, so the
leader should select what is most appropriate for the particular group of participants. The
remaining material can be covered after the sessions.
3. Leaders can find further information in my book The Spirit of Buddhism published by
Monarch in 2003 (second edition). This has associated links in my website
www.daveburnett.org/spiritofbuddhism/ that will lead you to even more information.
4. The course was originally prepared for use by churches in the UK, and some of the
material is only relevant in this context. However, the material has been used in other
situations when the leader has made the necessary adaptations.
5. Buddhism contains many terms that are difficult to translate into English and for this
reason the original word has usually been used. This means that it is helpful to become
familiar with some of these key words. These are listed in Appendix 4.
6. Buddhism has a history of over 2,500 years, and a summary of key dates is given in
Appendix 3 for your reference.
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Content
The course book is in five sessions that build one upon another. These can be seen as five
steps. The first session considers the Buddhists that you may have met, and gives the
background of how Buddhism has come to Britain. This is followed by the three most
important elements of Buddhism, often called 'the three jewels': the Buddha himself, his
teaching, and then the monks who seek to follow his teaching. These sessions will provide the
basis of Buddhism that is important for each of the great traditions. The final stage explores
the great variety of Buddhism found around the world.

SCHOOLS
OF
BUDDHISM
THE SANGHA
THE DHAMMA
THE BUDDHA
INTRODUCTION
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Session One:
Buddhists in Britain
Aim: to enable participants to reflect on the varied contexts in which they
meet Buddhists.
1.1

Profile of Buddhists you know.

In small groups discuss the following questions:
1.1.1

Do you personally know any Buddhists?

1.1.2

Are they British Buddhists or Asian? If they are Asian, where do they come from
originally and what language do they speak?

1.1.3

In what places do you see information about Buddhism in your daily life? Is there a
Buddhist temple or centre near where you live?

1.1.4

List some of the impressions that come to mind when you think of Buddhism as a
religion in general.
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1.2

A Life Story

Khemadhammo Thero appears like most Westerner's idea of a Buddhist monk.1 His head is
shaven and his brown-yellow robe is worn so that one shoulder and arm is bare. However,
he lives in an ivy-covered cottage with a pretty garden in Warwickshire. He talks quietly and
gently, and has a good sense of humour. Khemadhammo belongs to a strict forest-dwelling
tradition that was taught by Ajahn Chah in Wat Pah Pong in north-east Thailand.
Khemadhammo after leaving school went to drama school to train as an actor, and spent
several years in this profession. At this time he would have called himself a Christian, but
gradually he became interested in Buddhism. Meditation and the practical way for selfdevelopment it offered particularly attracted him. He says:
Buddhism is not so much a religion as a practical way of improving oneself. It is all up
to you. The Buddhist teaching of karma means that it is your own actions that bring
you happiness or suffering. You have to take responsibility for yourself.
He finally decided to go to Thailand to train more seriously with an acknowledged teacher.
Ajahn Chah required a five-year commitment. In December 1971, Khemadhammo was
ordained as a novice in Thailand, and then in May 1972 as a bhikkhu (monk). The ordination
ceremony takes place in the presence of at least five monks and within the boundaries of a
monastery. The candidate has his head shaved, receives the robe, a new name to symbolise
a new life, and the few possessions a monk is allowed. These include an alms bowl, razor,
needle and thread, water strainer, fan, umbrella and sandals. Theravada monks usually wear
bright orange robes, but for those of the forest tradition they are brown-yellow.
Forest monks live a very disciplined life. They seek to keep the 227 Rule known as the
Patimokkha, which is contained in the Vinaya Pitaka of the Theravada Canon. Life in the
monastery in Thailand is strictly regulated. Monks arise at about 2.30 a.m. to spend time in
chanting and meditation. This is followed by the alms round in the nearby villages, and the
meal is eaten before noon. After the meal there are usually some chores before evening
chanting and meditation in one's own hut. The practice in Britain is more varied, but there is
still morning and evening chanting, periods of meditation, and usually one meal a day. The
study of the Theravada Canon is a major part of the forest tradition, which will be described
in session 4 when the Sangha is discussed.
Khemadhammo does not spend all his time at the hermitage, but is an active prison chaplain.
He offers counselling and teaches meditation to those prisoners who request it.

Plenary discussion:

Make a note of some of your initial reactions to the story of Khemadhammo Thero.
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1.3

How did Buddhism come to Britain? (SB pp. 289-306)

The leader may like to summarise the following account of Buddhism coming to the West.
Today it seems surprising that only 150 years ago there was little knowledge of a Buddhist
religion in Europe. European travellers and especially Jesuit missionaries to Tibet, China and
Japan made record of an obscure cult of the “false god” called “Bod”.2 As a result of the
colonial expansion, information was gradually gathered about the history and customs of the
peoples of Asia. Texts were collected and sent back to London and Paris for translation and
study. European scholars were amazed at the non-theistic philosophy that was contained in
the texts, which stimulated scientific rationalism and challenged the dominance of Christianity.
It also fuelled the growth of the Romantic Movement in Europe with its fascination with the
exotic East.
The coming of Buddhism to Britain can be understood as four movements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Theravada (Southern tradition)
Zen (Japanese tradition)
Tibetan
New Buddhist movements.

1.3.1 Theravada tradition (1900 onward)
The earliest Buddhist scriptures were written in the ancient language of Pali, which is a
language that has been preserved in Sri Lanka and several other South Asian countries. With
British colonisation of Ceylon, missionaries were able to evangelise the Buddhists in these
countries, and this required a knowledge of the local language and customs. For this reason
in 1824 the Wesleyan missionary Benjamin Clough published the first Pali grammar book in
Columbo. Later T.W.Rhys Davids, who had been with the civil service in Ceylon (Sri Lanka),
became interested in Buddhism, and formed the Pali Text Society in 1881. This Society
sought to collect, translate, and publish many of the Theravada texts. Initially, the interest in
these texts was among the academic scholars who admired the philosophy and ethics of
Buddhism.
The first known European to be ordained as a Buddhist monk was Gordon Douglas who in
Colombo in 1899 was given the Buddhist name Asoka, but he died a few years later in 1905.
The second European to become a monk was Alan Bennet McGregor (1872-1923), a
former member of the Golden Dawn occultist association who entered a Burmese monastery
in 1901 and took the name Ananda Metteyya. He returned to Britain in 1907 leading a small
mission from Burma. The Buddhist Society was formed at this time to support this mission,
and this was later joined by the influential Christmas Humphreys. In 1926, Angarika
Dharmapala, a Buddhist leader from Ceylon, visited London, and founded the Maha Bodhi
Society. The first monastery was opened in Hampstead in 1929, but closed after a few years.
During the period 1880-1920, the adoption of Buddhism was dominated by ethical and
intellectual interests in the Theravada tradition. These early Buddhists stressed particular
advantages in Buddhism over Christianity, which they had previously discarded. In opposition
to Christianity, Buddhism emphasised knowledge based on one’s own experience.
Redemption by God’s grace was set in opposition to personal responsibility and moral conduct
within Buddhist teaching. Some of these early converts had come into contact with Buddhism
by way of the Theosophical Society, or through occultism or spiritism.
Until the period of the Second World War, British Buddhists had most contact with Theravada
Buddhism, mainly because this was the tradition of Buddhist countries of the Empire such as
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Ceylon and Burma. The Pali Canon was regarded as the earliest body of Buddhist texts. The
Theravada tradition was considered closest to the original teachings of the Buddha.
The Theravada form of meditation also regained popularity in Britain through the Thai master
Ajahn Chah (1918-1992). He founded the Chithurst Forest Monastery in West Sussex in
1978, which was the first successful Theravada monastery with Western members. Under its
British abbot Ajahn Sumedho (formerly Robert Jackman), other centres were established in
Britain, Germany, Italy and Switzerland. Although the story of Khemadhammo Thero is a
notable example, the number of followers remained numerically very small.

1.3.2 Zen Buddhism (1945 onward)
The Second World War marked a halt to Buddhist activities within Europe, but in the new
post-war period there was a resurgence of interest especially as a result of the writings of the
Japanese Buddhist D. T. Suzuki (1870-1966). He published his first book in English on
Japanese Zen Buddhism in 1927, but it was not until after the Second World War that it
gained popularity in the West. Christmas Humphreys also published paperbacks on Zen in
1947 and 1951. Zen suddenly caught the imagination of many young people in the USA
during the "beatnik” generation of the 1960s. Zen became part of the mixture of ideas
common among the young people of the 1960s, and books such as Zen and the Art of Motor
Cycle Maintenance gained cult status. More serious practitioners of Buddhism criticised the
superficial presentation of the religious tradition to the wider public. This may be regarded as
a second wave of interest focusing upon the Buddhist schools of the Far East.
The main emphasis during the 1960s was the interest in meditation and experience. In
Western Europe it was through the Zen teachers Testu Nagaya Kiichi Rochi (1895-1993,
Rinizai school) and Taisen Deshimaru Roshi (1914-1982, Soto school) that a continuing
interest was maintained. In addition to Zen masters, European and American Zen disciples
started to conduct meditation courses in the West. The Jesuit missionary Hugo Makibi
Enomiya-Lassalle (1898-1990) even incorporated Zen meditation into Catholic worship and
proposed “Zen for Christians”.
Meditation gave Buddhism a hitherto unknown popularity and widened the social groups to
which the religion appealed. Initially it was the better-educated elite who were attracted to
Buddhism, but the practice of meditation opened it to a wider class of the university students
who were at this time increasing in number.

1.3.3 Tibetan tradition (1960 onward)
After the popularisation of Zen during the late 1960s and 1970s, a third wave of interest came
to the West with the flight of the Dalai Lama from Tibet in 1959. With the Dalai Lama
journeyed many leading teachers who settled in Nepal and northern India. The Dalai Lama
made his home in Dharamsala, which quickly became the centre of Tibetan religion and
culture. The cooler mountains of the region attracted many Western “hippies” of the period,
and it is then that they came into contact with the colourful art and rituals of Tibetan
Buddhism. A desire for peace and love was common as was the anti-Vietnam War
demonstrations in the USA, and "Ban the Bomb" campaigns in UK. The Westerners felt a real
empathy with the displaced Tibetan people, and respect for their fundamental belief in the
use of non-violent methods to solve their problems.
The Indian government was not oblivious to the presence of these Westerns, and in the early
1980s decided to tighten its tourist policy. Along with requiring British visitors to have visas
for the first time, the government staged local clean-up operations in all areas where
Westerners were known to live. Dharamsala was no exception, and by 1985 the majority of
those Westerners who had lived there for over ten years were sent back home. They
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returned home with a natural desire to share what they had learned from Tibetan Buddhism.
They therefore invited various lamas to live and teach in Europe and America.
Although Tibetan Buddhism attracted students who were genuinely interested in the teaching,
it also brought some who were emotionally damaged. These people were looking for
salvation from their particular dilemmas in something that was radically different, and
sometimes their expectations of Tibetan Buddhism could prove unrealistic. For this reason
the Dalai Lama has expressed great caution about people rushing into Tibetan Buddhism.
There are four main schools in Tibetan Buddhism as will be shown in session 5. The Gelug
school, headed by the 14th Dalai Lama, has established study and practice centres in
Switzerland and Germany, and by 1990 had more than 50 centres. Following his first visit to
the West in 1973 the Dalai Lama has made many visits and has inspired his Western
followers. The Kagyu school also has been very successful. The Kagyu head, the 16th
Gyalwa Karapa (1923-1981) made his first visit to Europe and North America in 1975, and
more than 50 centres are claimed to have been founded by him throughout Europe. The
17th head of Kagyu, although still a young man, has been accepted by the Chinese and was
officially appointed in 1992.
Tibetan Buddhist often speak of themselves as Mahayana Buddhists. The term Mahayana
means ‘great vehicle’ as opposed to Hinayana or ‘lesser vehicle’. The term Hinayana is a
somewhat derogatory term for Theravada Buddhism, and results from a division that occurred
in early Buddhism. Mahayana is a broad tradition that included much of Chinese and
Japanese Buddhism as well as Tibetan.

1.3.4 New movements (1970 onward)
In 1967, Venerable Sangharakshita, an Englishman, founded the Friends of the Western
Buddhist Order (WBO) in Britain. This is the first Buddhist tradition to be founded in Britain
and stresses the basic unity of all forms of Buddhism rather than the collection of oriental
customs that have grown up around it. The WBO itself is a new way of taking Buddhist
practice seriously providing ordination that does not involve adopting the traditional life-style
of a monk or nun. It sees itself as a practical form of Buddhism suited to the Western world.
The 1970s and 1980s have seen the introduction and growth in popularity of Nichiren
Buddhism in Britain. The emphasis on practical results in material as well as spiritual success
has been of particular appeal. In Japan, there are two popular lay organisations based on
Nichiren Buddhism. The largest is Soka Gakkai, which has some 10 million followers
throughout the world, and the other is Rissho Kosei-kai.

Returning to section 1.1, in which classes would you place your Buddhist friends?


Theravada



Zen



Tibetan



New Buddhist movements
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1.4

Statistics of Buddhists in Europe - Western and Asian.

Martin Baumann has made a brave attempt to estimate the number of Buddhists in various
nations.3 He would be the first to acknowledge the limitations of his study, but he has
assembled some of the most accurate data.
Table 1:
Country

Buddhist and Buddhist groups in mid-1990s
Euro/Am.
Buddhists
800,000

Centres

USA

Buddhist
(sum)
3-4 mill.

500-800

National
Population
261 mill.

Percentage
Buddhists
1.6

Australia

140,000

14,000

150

18 mill.

0.8

South Africa

5,000

2,500

40

42 mill

0.01

UK

180,000

50,000

300

58 mill.

0.01

France

650,000

150,000

130

58 mill.

1.15

Germany

150,000

40,000

400

81 mill.

0.2

Italy

75,000

50,000

30

57 mill.

0.1

Switzerland

20-25,000

?

80

7 mill.

0.3

Netherlands

20,000

5,000

40

15 mill.

0.1

Denmark

8,000

5,000

32

5 mill.

0.16

Austria

13,000

5,000

25

8 mill.

0.16

Hungary

6,500

6,000

12

10 mill.

0.07

Czech
Republic
Poland

2,100

2,000

15

10 mill.

0.02

4,500

4,000

15

38 mill.

0.01

Russia

1 mill.

40,000

100

149 mill.

0.7

These figures only give an estimate of the number of Buddhists living in each country. The
definition of what constitutes membership varies considerably.

1.4.1 Number of Centres
The Buddhist Directory, which is produced by the Buddhist Society, lists the Buddhist groups
and centres in the United Kingdom and Ireland. In Britain, in 1979, there were only 74
Buddhist centres, but by 1991 this had increased to 213. The 1997 directory had 340 entries,
and 372 entries in the year 2000 edition.4 As the latest directory comments, it ‘does not
include all groups in the UK, and some of the largest organisations are represented only by a
single entry.’ A similar pattern of growth can be seen in all Western countries. For example,
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the New Kadampa Tradition (NKT), which is a form of Tibetan Buddhism established its first
centre in 1979, and by 1990 there were 15 centres in the UK. This had increased to 45 in
1992, and 170 in 1997. The growth seems to have levelled off at just over 200 in 1999.

1.4.2 Members
Baumann has made an estimate of 50,000 Western Buddhists in the UK, with over 100,000
Asian Buddhists in about 1995. These figures refer to those who are actively associated with
Buddhist organisations. It is important to realise that most Westerners are converts to
Buddhism, and few are as yet born into Buddhist families.
Although the numbers of Western Buddhists are only a small percentage of the population,
the influence of Buddhist ideas and thought is far more significant. This is because Buddhism
is now a ‘trendy’ religion in the West. The degree of commitment varies, and may be likened
to a pyramid. At the top there are those who have become a monk or nun. Then there are
those who would call themselves Buddhists. Below them are those interested in Buddhism,
but may still have some Christian affiliation. Finally, there are those who would not call
themselves Buddhists, but are interested in meditation and alternative religious ideas.

Ordained monk (nun)
Confessed lay Buddhist
Interested in Buddhism

Commitment

Meditation & yoga

Returning to your Buddhist friends, what level of commitment would you say they have?
1.4.3 Variety of Traditions
As will be continually mentioned, Buddhism is not a single unified tradition, and there are
many schools of teaching. (See 5.3). Three of the largest Buddhist movements in Britain
today are the Friends of the Western Buddhist Order (FWBO) with an estimated membership
of 2,500, the New Kadampa Tradition (NKT) with 4,000 people, and Soka Gakkai International
UK (SGI-UK) claiming 6,000 members. All these figures are for 1995.
Since 1991, the
number associated with the Tibetan traditions (including NKT) in the UK has increased
notably, and now probably makes up the majority of the practitioners.

Leader: Allow participants to comment on the issues raised in this section
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1.5

Asian Buddhists in Britain

The majority of Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs in Britain are migrants from different parts of the
British Commonwealth. There have been fewer Buddhist migrants to the UK. One notable
community is the Vietnamese refugees - “the boat people”. Another significant group is the
Chinese who usually are not considered as Buddhists in religious statistics, and yet their
society has been greatly influenced by Buddhism.
Unlike the Western Buddhists, they are rarely converts to Buddhism, but have been brought
up in Buddhist families. Apart from some notable exceptions they have little interest in
propagating Buddhism amongst the wider community. Many of the younger generation have
little interest in religion, and are eager to gain Western education. Some have been attracted
to Christianity, and growing Chinese churches are to be found in many Western cities.
In general, Asian Buddhists have only a few contacts with European Buddhists, so in order to
improve communications between Buddhists in Europe, the European Buddhist Union (EBU)
was formed in 1975.

Participants may like to identify the countries mentioned on the map: In Britain, the majority
of Asian Buddhists are from:

China (Hong Kong)
Malaysia
Vietnam
Japan
Korea
Sri Lanka.
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Difference between Asian and Western Buddhists
In small groups consider the differences between Asian and Western Buddhists.
Asian Buddhists
Major or minor
community in UK.
Language

Religion of parents

Attitude of parents

Form of Buddhism

Level of commitment
to Buddhism
Knowledge of
Christianity
Social problems they
may be facing.
Other aspects

Western Buddhists
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1.6

Meeting with Buddhists

This overview of Buddhism in Britain challenges Christians as to their response. Lessons can
be learnt from the writings of the Apostle Peter:

In small groups study the following passage and consider how the teaching applies in our
situation today.
Read: 1 Peter 3: 14b -16

Peter was writing to Christians scattered throughout the northern part of modern Turkey.
The main purpose of the letter was to encourage the readers who were suffering for their
faith. Peter encourages them to live as people who belong to Christ. Although our situation
may be very different today, there are principles that can be applied.
a.)

"Do not fear" (v 14). Just because people have different ideas from you, or may
dress in a different way, this should not be a hindrance. We may have to admit our
fears and pray for boldness (read Acts 4:23-31).

b.)

"But in your hearts set apart Christ as Lord." (v 15). In other words, remember what
Christ has done for you.

c.)

Be prepared to give an answer when you are discussing issues with Buddhists. What

d.)

"Do it with gentleness and respect".

e.)

"Keep a clear conscience".

kind of questions should we ask to help us understand? Are my responses answering
the questions that Buddhists are really concerned with?
You will find that Buddhists appreciate
gentleness and respect, and will happily engage with you in discussions held in this
attitude. Are you really willing to listen before you speak? Are you willing to take
time and listen to them tell you why they chose to become Buddhists?
Buddhists respect integrity and honesty. Many Western
Buddhists have rejected Christianity as being boring and hypocritical.
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In small groups consider the following situation:
It is lunchtime and you are eating with some our your work colleagues and the subject gets
around to religion. One person in the group tells you that he and his partner are Buddhists.
Q.

What would be your immediate reaction?

Q.

How would you proceed with the conversation?

Q.

What sort of questions could you ask to develop a discussion of Christianity and
Buddhism?

Notes
1

2
3

4

A fuller account of this story is given in Denise Cush, Buddhists in Britain Today (London:
Hodder & Stoughton, 1990), pp. 33-39.
Wessels, C. Early Jesuit Travellers in Central Asia 1603-1721 (Motilal: New Dehli, 1992).
Baumann, M. "The Dharma has come West: A Survey of recent Studies and Sources" J. of
Contemporary religion 10 (1995).
Buddhist Director 2000 (London: Buddhist Society, 2000).
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Session Two:

Understanding the Buddha
Aim: to enable participants to understand the life and teachings of the
Buddha thereby appreciating his significance for Buddhists.
2.1

A Life Story

Rob is an alert young man who a few years ago went on holiday to Thailand. He was
essentially exploring and looking for a good time. Whilst in the country he looked at various
forms of religion, and was particularly attracted by Buddhist meditation. He had the
opportunity of visiting one of the more influential monasteries in the country, and was
impressed by what he saw.
When he returned home he remained interested in Buddhism, and after a time he came
across the Friends of the Western Buddhist Order (FWBO). He became increasingly involved
with the Order and in 1995 moved into the communal accommodation. He was impressed by
the radically different life-style proposed by the Order, and wanted to be part of it. He was
then working as a Social Worker with the local Council. However, he has recently given up
his job to do work full-time for FWBO, and he hopes soon to be ordained.
His mother is a Roman Catholic and was shocked when he told her that he wanted to become
a Buddhist. His father was not too bothered until he gave up his job, when he thought that
he was a fool. Rob continues to love them and show respect. They still tend to think that he
has joined some Asian sect. However, his mother has visited him at the Centre, and although
she does not approve she does recognise that he is happy and he feels fulfilled. Rob feels
that Christianity has had its day in the West!
*****
Buddhists speak of taking the "three refuges", which provides a summary of the main
elements of their religion. The refuges are the Buddha, the Dhamma1 (or teaching), and the
Sangha (the community of monks). A person making a commitment to Buddhism would say:

I take refuge in the Buddha
I take refuge in the Dhamma
I take refuge in the Sangha
These are going to provide the framework for this study course. This session will examine
the life and teaching of the Buddha. The next session will consider the teaching (Dhamma),
and the fourth session will consider the monastic community (Sangha). The last session will
then consider the various expressions of Buddhism that are found around the world, and
especially the more recent developments now growing in the West.
SCHOOLS
OF
BUDDHISM
THE SANGHA
THE DHAMMA
THE BUDDHA
INTRODUCTION
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2.2

The Life of the Buddha (SB pp. 9-28)

The term 'Buddha' is best understood as a title rather than a name. His given name was
Gautama.

The leader may like to summarise the story of the man who was to become the Buddha:
Early Years – childhood
All dates are
still disputed.
The Theravada
tradition
usually say the
year was 624
BC.2

A child was born in the area now called Nepal near the border of India.
(This is the date generally accepted in Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia.) His
father was a warrior nobleman called Suddhadana, his mother was called
Maya, and they were members of the Sakya clan. They named the child
Gautama. On the fifth day after his birth, an astrologer came to the palace
and noticed the physical marks of a future Buddha on the body of the baby.

His mother died shortly after his birth, and his father took her two sisters as
his wives. His maternal aunt therefore brought him up. He was educated in
the ethics and traditions of the tribe, and instructed in the Hinduism of that
time. According to the stories, Gautama was protected by his father from all
the harsh realities of life.
The Four Sightings
Theravada
dating 608 BC

When Gautama was 16, his father married him to a beautiful princess called
Yasodhara who bore him a son whom he named Rahula.

595 BC

One day when he was 29 years of age, he went out with his charioteer and
while driving in the park had what is known as "the four sightings".
1
An old man.
2
A man desperately ill.
3
A dead person.
4
A shaven-headed ascetic.
The first three sightings raised for him the question of suffering.
The fourth sight showed Gautama the way to find an answer to his question.
Buddhist stories tell of the struggle of the prince in deciding to renounce all
the luxuries of palace life. Finally, one night, Gautama quietly looked at his
sleeping wife and child, and bade them an unspoken farewell. He rode out
of the palace to a lonely place where he dismounted from his horse, and
sent his companion back to the palace with his horse. He then cut his hair
and beard, changed his royal garments for that of a mendicant, and started
his journey to find the meaning to life.

Search for Enlightenment
594 BC

Gautama travelled looking for a spiritual guide, and he came across a guru
who taught him yoga and the art of meditation. When he had learned all he
could from that guru he travelled on to another. Gautama finally turned to
extreme bodily asceticism, and began a series of fasts and austerities
greater than any other ascetic. However, he still did not find the answer to
his spiritual quest, and when he was almost dead from exhaustion he was
convinced that asceticism was not the way. He therefore began to take
food again. Five ascetics, who had gathered around him in the hope of
sharing in his enlightenment, left him in disgust.
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Gautama, once his strength was renewed, returned to his search. Sitting
beneath a large bodhi tree (meaning “enlightenment”), he resolved not to
move until supreme enlightenment had been attained. He entered upon a
process of meditation that took him through the various levels of
contemplation. Accounts of that night tell of many significant experiences
including the great temptation of Mara, the Evil One who sent his three
daughters, Discontent, Delight and Desire, to seduce him. Finally, Gautama
came to a realisation of the supreme truth. From this time, the title of “The
Buddha” may rightly be used of Sakyamuni Gautama.

589 BC

Teaching the Dharma
Sakyamuni decided to seek out the five ascetics who had deserted him, and
preach to them first. He therefore set out for the Deer Park near the
ancient city of Banaras, more than 100 miles away, where they were
residing. According to ancient records, it was to these disciples that
Sakyamuni preached his first sermon, the Dharmacakrapravartana Sutra, or
“Discourse Setting in Motion the Wheel of Truth” (See 3.2).
When these disciples gained enlightenment he gave them command to
preach the message to all beings. See note 2 below. The teaching spread
throughout the kingdoms of the Ganges valley. For the next 45 years
Sakyamuni spent his time teaching and in meditation. He also established
Orders of male and female renunciants with a strict Rule of Discipline for
both.

589 BC

Death
544 BC
0 for
Theravada
Calendar

When he was 80 years old he became sick and lay down under the shade of
a tree. After speaking to his disciples he then commenced meditation, and
passed away (paranirvana).

Notes on the life of the Buddha:
1.
To these disciples Sakyamuni gave one of his most important commands, which made
what was essentially a local religious tradition into a World religion.

Go ye now, monks, and wander for the gain of the many, for the happiness of the
many, out of compassion for the world, for the good, for the gain, and for the welfare
of gods and men. Let not two of you go the same way. Preach, monks, the Dharma
which is lovely in the beginning, lovely in the middle, lovely at the end, in the spirit
and in the letter; proclaim a consummate, perfect, and pure life of holiness. There are
beings whose mental eyes are covered by scarcely any dust, but if the Dharma is not
preached to them, they cannot attain salvation. Mahavagga 1:11, ii3

2.
The death of Gautama is taken by Buddhists of the Theravada tradition as year one
and is equivalent to 544BC (or CE), so 2000 AD is 2544. In May 1956 the 2500th anniversary
of the Buddha's death was widely celebrated in the Buddhist world.
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2.3

The Buddha's Self-Portrait

It is important to note that the Buddha never claimed to be divine, and neither did his early
disciples see him in this way. He claimed to be the first being in this era to discover the
eternal truth that he called the Dhamma. (This will be considered in the next session.) No
one taught him, and by his own efforts he awoke to the truth. He saw himself as the
signpost pointing the way for others to follow him. He considered this ‘eternal truth’ to be so
significant that it frees one from death and pollution. As such one is therefore greater than
any god (deva).
Victorious over all, omniscient am I,
Among all things undefiled,
Leaving all, through death of craving freed,
By knowing for myself, whom should I follow?
For me there is no teacher
One like me does not exist,
In the world with its devas (gods)
No one equals me.
For I am perfected in the world,
The teacher supreme am I,
I alone am all-awakened,
Become cool am I, nirvana-attained.
To turn the dhamma wheel
I go to Kasi's city (Banares)
Beating the drum of deathlessness
In a world that's blind become.
Like me, they are victors indeed,
Who have won to destruction of the cankers;
Vanquished by me are evil things,
Therefore I am victor.
The previous text is from the Mahavagga (1: 8), volume 4 of the Vinaya Pitaka (The Book of
Discipline), and presents a self-portrait of the Buddha.

For your information:
Buddhists do not have a single canon as the Christian has the Bible, and the Muslim the
Qur'an. There are a number of sacred texts that have differing importance depending upon
the particular Buddhist tradition. All Buddhists, however, do acknowledge the importance of
the oldest text known as the Tipitaka (literally meaning 'three baskets'). This was first written
down in the Pali language, which is particularly important amongst Theravada Buddhists.

Tipitaka

Vinaya

Sutta

Abhidhamma
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2.4

Sakyamuni Buddha and Jesus Christ

In pairs or small groups:

Use the following chart to review what you have learned. Draw out the similarities and
differences between the lives of the Buddha and Jesus Christ.

Sakyamuni Buddha

Jesus Christ

1 Pre-existence

2 Birth

3 Early life

4 Fundamental
concern
5 Quest for
answers
6 Manner of
teaching
7 Place of
disciples
8 Message of
salvation
9 Death

10 After death

Think:

The strongest element of Buddhism is that it has no saviour.
The strongest element of Christianity is that it has a saviour.
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2.5

Veneration of Buddha

The Buddha himself did not claim to be divine, but a spiritual guide. He required no worship
from his disciples. Over the centuries attitudes changed and lay Buddhists began to offer
profound veneration and devotion to him. This is shown in the various symbols and images.

2.5.1 Early symbols
Some of the early symbols were associated with the life of the Buddha. See map on page 15.
Modern name
Old name
Symbol
Meaning

1
Lumbini
Lumbini
White elephant
Birth

2
Bodh-Gaya
Buddha-Gaya
Bodhi trees
Enlightenment

3
Varanasi
Sarnath
Dhamma wheel
First sermon

4
Kusinagara
Kusinara
Stupa
Death

Other symbols included:
A footprint - marking the presence of the Buddha at some previous
time.
A throne - showing the royal majesty of his teaching. (right)
Deer - usually associated with the first sermon in the deer park.
Lotus - illustrating the purity of his teaching.

2.5.2 Stupa
A stupa is a circular dome usually built to contain some sacred relic. It is a solid structure
usually having a pinnacle. They are often painted white, but some of the most important
stupas are covered with gold leaf. Buddhists show their devotion by removing their shoes
outside the sacred area and walking around the stupa.

2.5.3 Statues of the Buddha
It was three or four hundred years after his
death that statues of the Buddha were first
made. These statues provide a channel to
focus devotion, and are particularly popular
among the lay followers. In temples, there
will always be some kind of shrine-room
where larger images are housed.
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2.6

Karma and Rebirth

The idea of reincarnation did not originate with the Buddha, but had been a common teaching
in India for several centuries before his time. Reincarnation was a common belief in North
India at the time of Buddha, and his teaching accepts the basic concept. On the night of his
enlightenment the Buddha was said to have gained insight into many previous lives. Some
547 earlier rebirths of the future Buddha are recounted in the Jataka.
A popular story
amongst Buddhists is that the Buddha was born as Prince Vessantra. As an example of heroic
sacrifice, the prince not only gave away all his material wealth, but also his wife & children,
and finally his own body.

An increasing number of Western people are beginning to believe in reincarnation. The
Leader may like to ask participants to comment about their understanding of reincarnation,
and why many people in Britain are accepting this idea.
The Buddha not only accepted the basic idea of reincarnation, but made some important
changes in his own teaching. This section explores something of the very different
assumption of karma and rebirth held by Buddhists.

2.6.1

Rebirth

The process of repeated rebirth is known as samsara or ‘endless wandering’ suggesting the
continuous movement of a river. Here all living beings are seen as on a continuous journey
that involves countless lives. This contrasts markedly with the Biblical teaching of a unique
birth ending with death followed by heaven or hell. Within Buddhist teaching a being can be
reborn into various realms that are popularly depicted in Buddhist art as ‘the wheel of life’.

Gods
Titans

Humans

Animals

Ghosts

Hells

The three realms below the central line are regarded as particularly unfortunate. The
Buddhist hells are unlike the Christian notion in that they are not the place of final damnation,
and there are ‘cold’ hells as well as ‘hot’ hells. Ghosts are former human beings who have
strong attachments that keep them bound to the earth. The realm of animals is governed by
brute instinct and lacks intellectual understanding.
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The realms above the line are more desirable. The Buddhist heaven is subdivided into 26
levels, and is the realm of the gods who live for vast periods of time and have great power.
The titans are powerful spirits. The most advantageous state of being to gain enlightenment
is that of human, because one knows the reality of suffering whilst having intellectual quest
for enlightenment.

2.6.2 Karma
Karma has been described as a sort of lift (or elevator) that takes beings from one level to the
next. Good deeds result in an upward movement, and bad deeds in a downward movement.

Karma is not a system of rewards and punishments meted out by God but a kind of
natural law akin to the law of gravity. Individuals are thus the sole authors of their
good or bad fortune. In popular usage karma is thought of simply as the good or bad
things that happen to people, a little like good or bad luck. (Keown p. 36)
The word ‘karma’ means action, but not just any action. They are actions concerned with
moral choice, which have direct impact upon others. According to Buddhism, human beings
have free-will, and in the exercise of that freedom they engage in self-determination.
Repeatedly choosing certain actions shapes a persons character. It is like the proverb:
Sow an act, reap a habit;
sow a habit, reap a character;
sow a character, reap a destiny.
Buddhists speak of good karma as ‘merit’ (punya). This is much like spiritual capital that can
be built up as a deposit for a better rebirth.

2.6.3 Christian comments
There are some important criticisms that can be made of the theory of rebirth:
a.
b.
c.

How can a non-conscious force (The Law of Karma) sustain the idea of moral justice?
How can an impersonal force know one's intentions and determine the just reward
and punishment accordingly?
Reincarnation is only supported by the vague recollections of a few individuals who
claim these to be insights into past lives. Can such an important concept be based
only on what might be merely human imagination?
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Divide into threes.
Let one person take the role of a Buddhist, the second a Christian, and the third an observer.
Let the Buddhist and Christian discuss the issue of reincarnation. At the end of ten minutes
ask the following questions:
a.
b.
c.

For the Buddhist:
For the Christian:
For the observer:

2.7

Yoga

Did you find it easy to argue for reincarnation?
Did you find it difficult to argue against reincarnation?
How did you feel the discussion went?

The practice of yoga often gets associated in the minds of Christians with Buddhism. This is
because the statues of the Buddha are commonly seen with him seated in a lotus position.
Although some Buddhists do practice yoga, the main practice of Buddhists is meditation. The
lotus position is considered to be one of the most practical postures for mediation, but
generally Buddhists do not perform the variety of exercises associated with yoga. These
postures come from the Hindu tradition rather than Buddhism.
The practice of Buddhist meditation will be considered in session 4.

Notes
1
2

3

This word is frequently spelt Dharma, which is the Sanskrit rendering.
Most scholars are now convinced that the Buddha lived not in the sixth century BC, but in
the fifth century BC and that he died sometime around 400BC.
Mahavagga in "The Book of Discipline" Vol. IV, Translated by I B Horner (London, 1951).
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Session Three:

Understanding the Dhamma
Aim: to enable participants to understand the essential teaching of the
Buddha, and appreciate how it compares with Christian teaching.
3.1

A Life Story

Allan was at University in the 1960s during the period of student riots and the Hippie
movement. He wanted to know what life was all about, and found that his studies were not
of great help in this respect. He therefore decided to have a year out of University and travel
through Asia. Whilst he was in northern India he came to a settlement of Tibetans who were
refugees. He was intrigued by their practice of Dhamma and spent six months in the area.
What was so significant to him was the teaching of reincarnation. As he said, "It provides an
answer to so many of my questions. Why are some people wealthy and strong, and others
poor and ill?"
Allan eventually married, but still kept his interest in Buddhist philosophy. He is now a
teacher. He and his wife moved to village in the north of England near where his wife's
mother lived. To his surprise he found that there was a Buddhist monastery nearby. He
started attending some of their teaching sessions, and was very much attracted by the
humble life of the Tibetan teacher. Allan worked as a supply teacher and enjoyed attending
the Centre for the festivals and retreats. These he found meaningful and interesting. Allan
now gives much of his time to help at the Centre, and continues to study Buddhist teaching.
His wife, on the other hand, is a Christian, and continues to attend church with her mother.
She thinks of religious belief as being a personal matter and they never speak about their
different views.
Group discussion: Before continuing with this session you may like to reflect on some of the
implications that Allan's story has for the Church. For what reasons do you think Allan was
not attracted to the church?
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3.2

The Banaras Sermon

The first recorded sermon of the Buddha is known as the Setting into Motion the Wheel of
Dhamma, and was given near the city of Banaras (now called Varanasi), India. It presents
the kernel of the Doctrine (Dhamma). Its importance is seen in the fact that it is memorised
by most monks and nuns of the Theravada tradition. A Bhikkhu is a monk, or disciple.
"Bhikkhus, there is this Noble Truth about dissatisfaction. Birth is problematic; ageing

is hard; dying is also hard to bear. Sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair are all
painful. Association with what you dislike is unpleasant; being apart from what you
like is unpleasant: not getting what you want is unpleasant. In brief, the five grasped
aggregates are unsatisfactory.
Bhikkhus, there is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering. It is desire, which gives
rise to fresh birth, bound up with relish and passion, running here and there,
delighting in this and in that; in other words, sense desire, desire for existing and
desire for extinction.
Bhikkhus, there is the Noble Truth of the cessation of Suffering. It is the complete
fading away and cessation of this desire; its abandonment and relinquishment; the
freedom from, and discarding of it.
Bhikkhus, there is the Noble truth of the Way leading to the Cessation of Suffering. It
is the Noble Eightfold Path: namely, Right View, Right Intention, Right Speech, Right
Action, Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness and Right Collectedness."

The discourse sets out the four principles that are known as The Four Noble Truths. Notice
that nothing is said about any god. Buddhism at this early stage in its history was essentially
a philosophy of human development claiming to lead to enlightenment.

Do Buddhists believe in god?
A Western Buddhist monk answered as follows:
No, we do not. There are several reasons for this. The Buddha, like modern sociologists and
psychologists, believed that religious ideas and especially the god idea have their origin in
fear. The Buddha says: Gripped by fear men go to the sacred mountains, sacred groves,
sacred trees and shrines. (From the text known as Dhammapada 188).
Primitive man found himself in a dangerous and hostile world with the fate of wild animals, of
not being able to find enough food, of injury or disease, and of natural phenomena like
thunder, lightning and volcanoes was constantly with him. Finding no security, he created
the idea of gods in order to give comfort in good times, courage in times of danger and
consolation when things go wrong. The second reason the Buddha did not believe in a god is
because there does not seem to be any evidence to support this idea. The third reason the
Buddha did not believe in a god is that the belief is not necessary. Some claim that the belief
in a god is necessary in order to explain the origin of the universe, but this is not so as
modern science has shown.
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3.3

The Four Noble Truths: (SB pp. 31-44)

The leader may like to summarise the following basic principles of the Banaras sermon.
The main focus of the teaching of the Buddha is the nature of suffering and how to escape
from it. Because Buddhism discounts the existence of a supreme God it has to approach the
problem of suffering in a totally different way from that of Christianity.
1

The Truth of Suffering
All living beings are subject to suffering and change. In Pali the word used is dukkha.
By this the Buddha did not mean that there was no happiness in life, but that like
everything else it is transitory. All things are in a continual state of flux. All beings
are caught up in the endless cycle of birth - death - reincarnation that was considered
in the previous session.

2

The Truth of the Cause of Suffering
The cause of suffering is the desire for selfish gratification and possessions. It is
spiritual ignorance that results in this selfish craving, which in turn results in the
endless cycle of rebirths. This spiritual ignorance is eliminated at the "Enlightenment".
In contrast, Christianity teaches that the main cause of suffering is sin and rebellion
against the will of God.

3

The Truth of the End of Suffering
Suffering therefore ceases when desire ceases. When the desire for life is renounced
then the state of genuine peace can be found in this life. Ultimately the cessation of
selfish craving means that there is both an end to rebirth and a state known as
Nirvana.

4

The Truth of the Path Leading to the End of Suffering
This is the way that avoids the two extremes of indulgence in sensual pleasure on one
hand, and the extreme asceticism on the other. It is therefore called the "Middle
Way". It is also known as the eight-fold path because the Buddha outlines eight
categories through which insight and peace can be achieved.

Christian comment:
According to many Buddhists, the nature of suffering is the result of evil deeds done in
previous lives, thus there is no such thing as innocent suffering. Suffering is the result of evil
actions in this life and previous lives.i
This view is very similar to that maintained by Job's friends who argued that Job's suffering
must have been caused by his evil deeds which had brought just retribution upon him
because of the law of cause and effect. The Bible story of Job places the problem of evil on a
much larger scale than that proposed by the Buddha. This makes the problem more difficult
but at the same time more hopeful.
The lack of an Ultimate Judge makes the idea of right conduct rather subjective, and the
Buddha had to give the monks in particular, and the community as a whole, guidelines on
what was involved. See 4.3.
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3.4

The Eightfold Path (SB pp. 42-44)

The Middle Way is usually presented as the eightfold path:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

views (free from superstition and delusion).
aspirations (high and worthy of the intelligent, earnest person).
speech (kindly, open, truthful).
conduct (peaceful, honest, pure).
mode of livelihood (bringing hurt or danger to no living thing).
effort (in self-training and in self-control).
awareness (contemplation of the mind).
concentration (meditation on the realties of life).

These eight items of the path are not to be understood simply as stages, each being
completed before moving on to the next. Here are eight significant dimensions of a person’s
life, and by means of practice the eight dimensions are gradually and collectively developed
until they actually constitute the eight-fold path. Strictly speaking the eight-fold path
represents the end of Buddhist practice; it is the way of living of Buddhist achievers.
Although the Pali texts have many stories of people who gained enlightenment soon after
hearing the Dhamma, it is generally considered that this will only come about by gradual
training that may take many rebirths.

The Buddha claimed to point to the Way, and encouraged his disciples to follow the Way.
Read John 14:5-17 and reflect on your own experience of Jesus as the Way.
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3.5

The Ultimate Aim

The leader would do well to continue to take the participants through the complexity of this
part of the teaching. Most Christians find the Dhamma difficult to understand at first.
(SB, pp. 39-42)
The comparison between the Buddhist nirvana with the Christian concept of heaven has been
a matter of continual debate. The danger is of using Buddhist terms for Christian concepts
and vice versa.
The ultimate objective of Buddhism is Nirvana, which literally means "to be blown out". It
occurs when the force of karma is minimised to such an extent that it ends. Thus, there is no
more rebirth. The exact nature of this state is said to be unknowable and indescribable
because it is the total extinction of selfish cravings. The Buddha described it as neti neti,
which means "not this, not that". In other words it can only be described in the negative.
There is no rebirth, no desire, no ignorance, no passion or anger. However, nirvana is
sometimes also described as the state of supreme bliss.

The leader may like to give participants the opportunity to compare Nirvana with the teaching
of the Bible on heaven.
Nirvana

Heaven

The ordinary Buddhist usually has no real aspiration to reach Nirvana. This is generally
considered to be only for those who are ordained as monks and have spent many years in
meditation and good works. Lay people are often content to cope with the realities of life and
seek for a better rebirth. The result is often called 'folk Buddhism', see later in 5.5.
There are two expressions of Nirvana
a.

That which can be achieved during life when a person becomes fully enlightened. In
the Theravada tradition such a person is known as an arahant (‘saint’), whilst in the
Mahayana tradition, the term used is Bodhisattva.

b.

Ultimately Nirvana is when the enlightened person reaches the point that his physical
body passes away.

Although Nirvana is therefore quite a different concept from that of heaven, many Buddhists
do have beliefs in heavens and hells. These, however, are only part of the realm of birth and
rebirth. Refer back to 2.6.
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3.6

The Unique Teaching of non-self

The Buddhist teaching of non-self is quite unique, and most Christians struggle to understand
what is being taught. The best way to approach this teaching is by considering the particular
historical context in ancient India at the time of the Buddha. The prevailing view was that the
self (called atman) was an immortal indestructible entity, which was identified with the
underlying ground of reality called brahman.
The Buddha rejected this idea of an eternal self (atman), so his teaching came to be known
as that of ‘non-self’. This is one of the significant differences between Hinduism and
Buddhism. The Buddha, however, did not totally deny the actual existence of ‘self’, but
considered it to be a complex experience that is best analysed as five elements:
1
2
3
4
5

Form/body
Feelings
Perceptions
Impulses
Consciousness

All these elements are continually changing from one moment to the next; none remains the
same for any great length of time. The human body is continually in the process of change.
Although the Buddha never used the following example it may be of help to illustrate the
point. We are told that over a seven-year period every cell of the human body is renewed
and replaced. When we speak of ‘I’ in terms of your body, which set of cells do you actually
mean? These that currently make up your body or those of several years ago? Likewise with
feelings: we are all aware of how they change from day to day, and yet they are part of that
entity you call ‘self’.
Buddhists teach that in conventional language a person may be said to exist, because in daily
life it is convenient to speak of ‘I’. However, the idea that one exists as a permanent,
unchanging self comes from a wrong way of looking at the world. In fact, self is a constantly
changing, causally connected physical and mental phenomena.
Buddhists argued that there is rebirth from moment to moment in this life. They would say
that it is useful therefore to try and experience rebirth in daily life: dying to sleep in the
morning and being reborn into the activities of the day; dying to the bedroom and being
reborn into the kitchen; dying to the home and being reborn in the workplace. They are all
different and new, but linked to the old. There is the death of the child you were and the
rebirth as the adult. The momentum has brought you to where you are today. Perhaps the
nearest you can approach in English is the saying: ‘Thoughts become actions, actions
become habits, habits become character, character becomes destiny.’

Group discussion: The nature of the ‘self’ is a major difference between Christianity
and Buddhism. It may be useful to discuss these differences by looking at how a
Buddhist would understand the phrase, ‘You must be born again!’
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3.7

Questions and Objections concerning Christian practice

Buddhists do not generally ask questions about Christianity because they consider Buddhism
clearly superior. The following are some of the objections that Buddhists may put to
Christians about the outworking of their beliefs. The possible responses are only very short,
but may help you to think through the issues in greater depth. You will notice that they raise
some profound issues for the Christian.

You may like to consider these answers in groups and discuss how they could be developed.
3.7.1 Why do you eat meat that means the taking of life?
For Buddhists all beings have the same essential life, although it may be expressed in many
life forms. A human being will probably have been in an animal form in a previous life. To
kill any being therefore causes suffering and leads to bad karma. Right Conduct therefore
avoids killing any life form whether it is an animal, bird or insect. Many Buddhists are
therefore vegetarians.
In Christianity, human beings are distinctly different from other life forms because they are a
special creation of God. They were created moral beings with the ability to communicate
complex ideas, to create from the materials of nature, and to love. As the Bible does not
speak about reincarnation there is no possibility of being reborn into other life forms. For
Christians, the eating of meat is therefore an option for human beings, but some may choose
to be vegetarians.

3.7.2 How do you justify war when life is so precious?
Because all life is important for Buddhists, killing of whatever nature is to be avoided.
Pacifism is therefore a consequence of their religion. If someone deliberately causes pain and
death they will suffer the consequences of this in following lives. The violent person will
eventually pay for his, or her, actions as a result of the Law of Karma. To be killed by such a
violent person is merely the gateway to a new rebirth, and possibly a better life.
This is a difficult question for a Christian, but any answer must be based upon the moral
righteousness of God. All human life is a precious, unique experience. There is no Biblical
teaching about any reincarnation, so each life is significant and valuable. The taking of a
human life by a person is therefore a major moral crime against ones fellow human being.
This is a crime that according to the commandments given by God must be punished by the
righteous community. Any nation that seeks to destroy the lives of innocent people must
therefore be resisted, and this may finally result in war although this would be regretted.

3.7.3 Why do you focus on nature that is only passing?
For the Buddhist, ignorance and delusion distract from an appreciation of ultimate reality.
Although nature is considered to be real, its true nature, like everything is impermanent. This
is sometimes expressed as two forms of truth, conventional and ultimate. Conventional truth
applies to an appreciation of nature, whilst ultimate truth applies to issues of Dhamma. In
contrast, the Christian sees beauty in nature because it is the actual creation of God and
therefore shows the very character of God. Nature reveals the creativity, order and inherent
beauty of its Creator. Because creation was essentially good, human beings can still
appreciate the wonder of creation, and even become 'attached' to it, without feeling guilty.
The Christian in looking at the beauty of nature can marvel at the greater beauty of the
Creator, and worship him.
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3.7.4 Why do you speak so much about love and personal relationships?
For Buddhists the supreme cause of suffering is, according to the second Noble Truth, selfish
craving. Craving can be for objects, for power, for money, or even the attention of other
human beings. The quest for attention and love can therefore be a hindrance in the path to
freedom from suffering. One may have kind thoughts towards other beings, but this should
not in any way result in a clinging to the other being. Especially in the Theravada tradition,
this leads to a notable detachment from other human beings. It is for this reason that
celibacy is a common practice for Buddhist monks and nuns. This is especially seen in the
person of the arhat who may become indifferent to the pain or joys of other. These are
merely transient emotions of others that should not influence the supreme calm of the arhat.
However, it must be noted that Buddhism does also speak about the importance of
compassion.
For the Christian, relationships are significant expressions of personal interaction. This is
based on the teaching that the Creator seeks meaningful relationships with created human
beings. There is a sense of wonder about this, but the Bible does teach that in part God’s
purpose in creation was to have relationship with moral beings. This therefore makes
communication, care and compassion meaningful human experiences. A loving Christian
family can be a challenge to a Buddhist monk in that it demonstrates compassion and
dependency within the context of care and harmony.
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3.8

Lessons from Ecclesiastes

Read Ecclesiastes Chapter 1
Ecclesiastes contains the thoughts of a man who reflected deeply on how short and
contradictory human life is with its injustices. He struggles to understand the ways of God,
and addresses the issues of ordinary people bound by the horizons of this world. It is
essentially a critique of secularism. The book of Ecclesiastes was probably written about the
time of the Buddha, by a person who took the pseudonym "the Preacher".

Discuss the similarities and differences in the themes of Ecclesiastes and the Four Noble
Truths. The following questions may be of guidance.
1.
List some of the things that the Preacher considers meaningless. Notice how he sees things
as continually changing (1:3-9) in a way similar to the first Noble Truth of the Buddha.

2.
In the letter of James it is reported, "What causes fights and quarrels among you? Don't they
come from your desires that battle within you?" (James 4:1). This is similar to the conclusion of the
second Noble Truth. Does the preacher agree with this view?

3.

What is the preacher's attitude to belief in God? (3:11; 3:14; 8:17).

4.
The Preacher recognises injustice in the world (4:1-3), but he comes to a different conclusion
than the Buddha. When will God bring about his judgement? (3:17).

i

5.

What is the final conclusion of the Preacher about living in this world? (12:13)

6.

What addition does the Resurrection give to the message of the Preacher? (Rom 8:18-25)

Buddhist scholars have recognised this difficulty and have proposed various explanations as to the
question of why the innocent suffer. The relationship between act and consequence in Buddhist
scholarship is therefore more complicated than can be presented in this basic introduction.
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Session 4:

Understanding the Sangha

Aim: to enable the participant to understand the life and practice of the
Buddhist community as it seeks to express the Buddha's teaching.
4.1

A Life Story

T. is a quiet unassuming person who diligently pursues his calling as a monk in the Tibetan
tradition. Unusual for a Western Buddhist his father had in his youth joined a Buddhist order
in Asia, and later married an Asian woman. However, T. had come to make his own personal
commitment to ‘take refuge’ and become a monk. It was whilst at college that he had gone
through an emotional crisis, when he suddenly realised that he was on the wrong path. He
turned to Buddhism and found the meaning and tranquillity that he sought. He soon joined a
Tibetan monastery. He had his head shaven, took the vows of a monk and donned the ruby
robes of a Tibetan monk. He has now been a monk for ten years, and enjoys teaching the
Dhamma to all who will listen.
*****
In this session of the study we will consider the third jewel - the Sangha.
SCHOOLS
OF
BUDDHISM
THE SANGHA
THE DHAMMA
THE BUDDHA
INTRODUCTION
The word Sangha was a common Pali word meaning ‘multitude’ or ‘assembly’. Some people,
like the Buddha himself, decide that they would renounce the world and seek enlightenment.
These people joined the monastic order and committed themselves to celibacy and the
Dhamma. Many people who would still call themselves Buddhists were unwilling to make this
renunciation, and seek to express the Buddha's teaching within the family. The Buddha
therefore founded an order of both specialists and a community of lay followers. Thus
Buddhism has two different religious expressions. Lamotte comments:
There is a great difference between the religious order and the lay brotherhood, and it
is hardly an exaggeration to say that each represents a different religion.1
The first is the monastic order that follows a strict code of rules, and the monks give
themselves to practising the Dhamma and teaching those who are less knowledgeable.
According to the Pali Canon, the monastic community was first established in Banares when
his first five followers achieved enlightenment. The ordinary layman has responsibilities to his
family, so cannot devote much time to the practice of meditation. A layperson would still call
himself or herself a Buddhist.
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4.2

Joining the monastic order.

Entry into the monastic Sangha is by two-stages.
1.
In many countries that are predominantly Buddhist, children as young as 7 or 8 can
take the lower ordination and become novices. They are provided an education in the
monastery for which they spend their time doing chores around the monastery. Their head is
shaven and the novice wears the characteristic robes. Sometimes a child enters the
monastery in order to gain merit for the parents. This is a common practice in many Buddhist
countries in Asia, but not in Western Buddhism for obvious reasons.
2.
When a person is aged twenty, or above, they may take higher ordination. These
candidates should be free of impediments such as debt, contagious disease, or recent crime.
To ordain a monk a quorum of five validly ordained monks is required. This is supposed to
exhibit then unbroken succession from the Buddha. At ordination, the candidate takes the
lower ordination, if he has not already done so, and then commits himself to over 227 rules in
the Theravada tradition.
The characteristic elements of a monk are:
a)

A shaven head: a symbol of renunciation.

b)

A robe.
Location (Tradition)

Colour of robe

Southern Asia (Theravada)
Tibetan
China, Korea (Mahayana)
Japan

Orange, yellow, orange-brown.
Ruby, ruby and yellow.
Grey
Black.

c)

A bowl, which is usually a deep round container with a cover. This is used to collect food
during the early morning alms round.

d)

Monks will often take names that have religious significance, such as Ananda (name of
Buddha's faithful companion meaning ‘Joy’), and Metteyya (meaning ‘friendly one’ in Pali)
who was the name of a close friend of the Buddha.

During various periods since the time of the Buddha there have been orders of nuns, but this
is not currently practised in many Asian countries. There are however a growing number of
Western Buddhist nuns in all traditions.
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4.3

The monastic code of discipline (SB, pp. 52-57)

The life in the Sangha is regulated by the code of practice laid down in the ancient Buddhist
Canon known as the Tipitaka (The Three Baskets) mentioned earlier in section 2.3. The first
book, the Vinaya is a set of rules of discipline laid down for regulating the monastic life of the
monks and nuns. They deal with transgressions of discipline and restraint, and each gives a
rule, either positive or negative in character. For example, ‘I allow you, Bhikkhus, to do this or
to refrain from doing that’. The offences for which penalties are laid down are often classified
under seven categories depending upon their nature. There are about 227 rules that apply to
the monastic life, and a few extra rules are added for women.
The rules are arranged in categories according to degrees of gravity. The first relate to actions
that entail defeat in the monastic life and result in permanent dismissal.
The four major vows for the monastic life are:
1.

Celibacy. Within the original Sangha the aim was to remove everything that impeded
inner progress. Monks and nuns trying to achieve selflessness must be detached from
all sources of sensual pleasure.
In addition, sexual relations entail social
responsibilities, and the attendant worries were an obstacle to mental concentration.
For this reason the Buddha was strict about the prohibition of sexual relations.

2.

Total honesty, and the rejection of deliberate theft. The Vinaya tells many stories of
monks whose motives are not as lofty as they should have been.

3.

Avoidance of any form of killing. The Vinaya is subject to much debate as to what this
actually meant. It is certainly considered to apply wider than just the killing of a
human being, and for this reason monks are often vegetarians. However, what
happens if for example one inadvertently kills an insect?

4.

Avoidance of false proclamation of supernatural faculties. Whenever a monk claims an
attainment he does not really possess then he should be put out of the Sangha.

A novice monk would take on the Ten Precepts that include the four major vows.

I prescribe, O monks, ten precepts for the novices.
Abstinence from destroying life.
Abstinence from stealing.
Abstinence from impurity.
Abstinence from lying.
Abstinence from strong drink and intoxicating liquors, which cause stupidity.
Abstinence from eating at forbidden times.
Abstinence from dancing, singing and seeing spectacles.
Abstinence from garlands, scents, unguents, ornaments and finery.
Abstinence from high or broad beds.
Abstinence from accepting gold and silver.

Source: Mahavagga 1:56.

If a monk breaks any precept a formal meeting of the Sangha must be gathered and the monk
disciplined. As far as the Order of monks is concerned penalties are only applied if one actually
breaks a rule. If you do it accidentally it is not significant, because it is the intention that is
important. The Buddha said that there was nothing wrong with marriage and sex, but don’t
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continue to pretend to hold to your vows. You must return to your teacher and give back your
vows, and then you can take a wife.
The Sangha met to recite the list of 227 vows every month to ensure that the monks are
following them. This recitation served the double purpose of keeping the rules fresh in the minds
of the monks and nuns, and of giving each member of the monastic community the opportunity,
while the rules are being repeated or recited, to avow any offences that he or she had
committed.2 For each breach of the rules, appropriate punitive measures are indicated. The rules
are classified into groups of relative importance, but the most important are the four vows that
were considered in 4.3.
The typical daily routine of a monk of the Theravada tradition in this country is usually as
follows:
4.00 a.m.
5.00
6.30
7.15
8.00
11.00
1.30 p.m.
5.00
7.30
9.45

Rising bell.
Morning chanting and meditation.
Domestic chores.
Morning community meeting when hot drinks and porridge are served.
Chores.
The main meal, which according to Theravada tradition is taken before noon.
Meditation, afternoon work, or meetings.
Tea break in which the Sangha meets with lay guests.
Evening chanting and meditation.
Lights out.

As a whole group with the leader recording comments, make a list of some of the advantages
of such a monastic life-style.
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4.4

Buddhist Meditation

The key element of Buddhism of most traditions is the practice of meditation. Christians can
easily misunderstand what it meant by meditation. It is not:
1)
2)
3)

An escape from the daily activity of life.
Quests to gain some spiritual power or mystical visions.
It is not yoga though some Western Buddhists do also practice yoga.

The Sinhalese Buddhist scholar Walpola Rahula wrote that ‘Meditation aims at producing a
state of perfect mental health, equilibrium and tranquillity’.3
There are two main forms of Buddhist meditation generally known in English as ‘Calm’ and
‘Insight’ meditation. Learning meditation is considered to be a skill like learning to play a
musical instrument. It requires patience and diligence, but most of all practice.
Calm meditation aims to cultivate the power of concentration till it becomes ‘one-pointed’,
and all one’s attention focussed upon the chosen object. Often the focus of attention is
breathing, with the aim of quietening the mind, so producing an inner stillness and
tranquillity. The mind should merely be aware of the breathing, and all other things are not
allowed to gain one’s attention. Calm mediation is considered as tuning the mind in
preparation for Insight meditation.
Insight meditation is based upon mindfulness. It is analytical and probing unlike Calm
meditation. The mind seeks to observe what is happening to the body and the thoughts that
emerge.

In small groups consider the following:
List some of the differences between Buddhist Meditation and what you would consider to
be Christian prayer.
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4.5

Duties of Lay followers

So far in this session we have been considering the role of the ordained monks who make up
only a small percentage of the population of a Buddhist country. The majority of the
population are lay, but they have their own particular responsibilities. Generally, lay people
are concerned with coping with the problems of life, and seeking to do well so that they will
have a better rebirth. The Buddhist faith does not require the rejection of ancestral beliefs or
practices, but a commitment to the Triple Jewel (Buddha, Dhamma, Sangha). For this reason
many lay Buddhists still have elements of their traditions religions in their daily practice. (see
5.5 when folk religion will be considered)
Lay Buddhists are required to show deference to monks on all occasions. They speak to them
with affection and always show them respect. For example, a monk is always given the seat
of honour when he visits a house.
The laity is traditionally considered to have a threefold responsibility: generosity, morality and
meditation.

a)

Generosity

The giving of alms to the monks (and nuns) is the most visible sign of generosity. This is
seen in Buddhist countries every morning when the monks make their visit to local homes to
collect food in their bowls.
The giving of such gifts is considered to impart merit to the giver. The greater the gift one
gives to the members of the Sangha, and the purer and more intense the thought with which
this is given, the greater is the merit earned. In sharing merit, people do not lose any
themselves, because the act of sharing is itself worthy of merit. Merit sharing is simply a way
of spreading the karmic benefits of good deeds to others. This is expressed in the old simile
to explain such sharing: the lighting of many lamps from one.

b)

Morality

The person should commit themselves to the first precepts of abstinence, which are parallel
to the first four precepts followed by the sangha. They should abstain from:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Avoid killing any living being.
Stealing.
Unlawful sex.
False speech.
Intoxicating drinks and drugs.

On special occasion such as full-moon days lay people may voluntarily follow a further three
precepts. They will abstain from:
6. Eating after twelve noon.
7. Dancing, singing, music, visiting shows, wearing fine clothes.
8. Sleeping on high beds, i.e. they should sleep on mats on the floor.

c)

Meditation

Meditation is not only practised by monks, but also by many committed lay people. This can
be very difficult when seeking also to fulfil the responsibilities of family life.
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4.6

Buddhist festivals

The leader may like to introduce this section by asking if any participants have been to
Buddhist countries and observed any festivals.
Buddhists visit the temple at any time they choose to bring offerings. However, Theravada
Buddhists celebrate four main festivals, which are named after the months in which they
occur. (SB, pp. 114-116)
1.

Wesak on the full moon of May celebrates the birth, enlightenment and passing on of

2.

Asala in July celebrates the first sermon of the Buddha. (See 3.2).

3.

Vassa, or rainy season retreat, starts the day after Asala. This is a special time for

4.

In October comes the festival of Kathina, when lay people present robes and presents
to the Sangha. It comes at the end of the rainy season during which time the monks
have been in retreat.

the Buddha.

monks, because they do less travelling and make special efforts in their meditative
practice.

Theravada Buddhists usually visit the temple four times a month on poya days, which relate
to the phases of the moon. In Sri Lanka the full-moon day is always a national holiday when
trays of flowers are offered at the shrine, a small oil lamp is lit, and incense burned. Sermons
on the Dhamma will also be preached at the temple. Some lay people spend the whole day
at the temple listening to sermons and meditating.
Mahayana Buddhism has a variety of alternative festivals. The Buddha's birth, enlightenment
and death are celebrated on different days. His birth is celebrated in May as in the Theravada
tradition, but his passing away is recognised in December, and his enlightenment in February.
Among the Chinese there is a festival to remember the dead in early October.
Early Buddhism did not have any special rituals to meet the needs of the life cycle. The
traditional customs of India met those needs, and early Indian Buddhists merely continued to
use these. As Buddhism spread to other countries, the new converts simply continued to use
their own traditional life-cycle rituals. There is therefore no ‘Buddhist childhood ritual’ or
‘Buddhist wedding’ as such. This partly explains why in many Buddhist countries the belief in
traditional gods and spirits continue.
Buddhism did, however develop its own funeral ritual because this is seen as a transition to
another form. As mentioned previously, it is possible to be reborn either into a heavenly
realm, that of the animals, or even that of the hell-world. A proper Buddhist ceremony is
therefore important. The Buddhist funeral includes a procession, ritual prayers, a waterpouring ritual, the cremation, final prayers, and a communal meal.

Leader may like to ask participants how Christians may use these festivals to share the
Gospel.
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4.7

Visiting a Temple or Monastery

4.7.1 What should you do before going?
Before going the leader of the group should talk with either the head of the temple or the
person responsible for arranging such meetings. Most monasteries are very welcoming and
are used to visits from school parties. If you are going in a party they may ask you to put the
request in writing.
Women are often asked to wear long skirts or loose trousers, and to have their arms covered.
Shoes and hats are removed before entering the sacred area.
During your visit your host will probably talk about the history of the temple and explain their
beliefs to you. There is always opportunity to ask questions. It is therefore helpful to think
out in advance some of the questions you may want to ask.
If any members of your group have reservations about visiting the temple where there are so
many images, they should not feel under any obligation to do so. It would, however, be
helpful if they can be encouraged to express their feelings openly and discuss them with the
rest of the group.

4.7.2 What will you see at the temple?
A monk or a layperson who is associated with the temple will welcome you. This may be a
British person, but many Asian monks (or lamas) head such temples and are eager to
welcome visitors.
The main shrine room is usually very colourful and the profusion of flowers and burning
incense often comes as a surprise.
a)
b)
c)
d)

There is usually a central image of the Buddha surrounded by various bodhisattvas or
smaller images of the Buddha.
The walls are often painted with pictures depicting the life of the Buddha.
On the shrine there are often bowls of water, flowers and incense.
There may also be candles that are light offerings.

You may like to make a sketch of the arrangement of the
items on the shrine.
Study the images of the Buddha as they are not all alike
even though there are common features. They often
exhibit the 32 auspicious marks that are said to designate
a Buddha. The most obvious are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Urna - the circular tuft of hair on the forehead.
Usnisa - the bump on the skull that looks like a
bun of hair.
the distended earlobes.
the wrinkles on his neck.
his webbed fingers.
the gold colour of his skin.

The posture, the serenity of his features, and the halfclosed eyes suggest the depth of his meditation and detachment from the exterior world.
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Notice in particular the position of the hands. These have become conventionalised to convey
particular meanings, e.g.
a.
b.
c.

hands resting palm upward on the lap indicate meditation.
first finger and thumb touch in a circle representing the wheel of Dhamma.
right hand touching the earth signifies the ‘earth-witness’ posture.

There is no single text in Buddhism comparable to the Bible in Christianity or the Qur'an in
Islam, so it is useful to ask about the texts most used by their particular tradition. If you are
visiting a monastery it is interesting to ask them about the daily routine of the monks (or
nuns). When do they rise? When do they eat? How do they meditate? Do they chant?

4.7.3 What should you do after the visit?
It is helpful for the group to meet together, even if it is only for a short time, to share your
impressions of the visit with each other. You should think about the most appropriate way to
follow up your visit.
a.
b.
c.
d.

What concerns did you have before the visit?
What were your initial feelings on entering the shrine room?
How did your feelings change during the visit?
How did you respond to the monks or other people you met?

Referring back to the story of T. at the beginning of this session you may like to
consider why T. joined the Sangha. How may he have an opportunity to hear the
Gospel, and how do you think Jesus would be Good News for him?

Notes:
1
2
3

Lamotte, The Spirit of Ancient Buddhism (San Giorgio Maggiore: Venice, 1961) 29.
Horner, I B The Book of the Discipline, I (6 volumes, Luzac: London, 1936-66), xii.
Rahula, W. What the Buddha Taught (Oxford: Oneworld, 1998), pp. 67-89.
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Session Five:
Diversity of Buddhism
Aim: to understand the diversity within Buddhism and appreciate the main
differences.
5.1

A Life Story

Alex writes:
From a young age I knew there was more than just the physical world. As children we were
encouraged to attend church but tales of ghosts and witchcraft were also real parts of our
lives. Later, I went on to study religion at university. It was at this time that I became really
frustrated with the Christian church. It seemed to me that the church was so bothered with
laws and petty issues that it had lost sight of the spiritual side of faith. In my studies I began
to see in other religions, especially Hinduism and Buddhism, the aspects of the ‘spiritual’ that
I believed were missing from many churches. Heavily influenced by my lecturer, a Christian
Buddhist, I began to move further away from Christianity and closer to Buddhism. I met with
many Buddhists and visited the local Buddhist communities, where I was always impressed by
a sense of calm and peace. Within Buddhism the spiritual went hand in hand with the
everyday life of the believer and that is what I had been longing for - a wholeness.
Something, however, still was not right. Even within Buddhism I was not satisfied, then one
night I just knelt by my bed and cried out to god for help. Help to sort my life out. Suddenly,
for the first time I felt a real calm, a real peace, and a real sense of the spiritual. I started to
read my Bible with a new sense of excitement as I realised that it really did hold the key to all
I had been searching for.
*****
In the previous three sessions the study has been on the three ‘jewels’ of Buddhism - the
Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha. However, as Buddhism spread throughout Asia it
expressed itself in various forms generally known as schools or traditions. This final session
considers these different traditions, and looks at how they differ. You will probably meet with
Buddhists who follow one or other of these particular traditions rather than people who
merely believe in Buddhism in general.
Buddhism is divided into three main divisions that are often described as the turning of the
wheel of Dhamma.
First Turning
Second Turning
Third Turning

-

Theravada (Hinayana, ‘lesser vehicle’)
Mahayana (‘greater vehicle’)
Vajrayana - Tibetan
SCHOOLS
OF
BUDDHISM
THE SANGHA

THE DHAMMA
THE BUDDHA
INTRODUCTION
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5.2

Historical developments within Buddhism:

The leader may like to summarise the following account of the emergence of the main
traditions.
Buddhism has never been a dogmatic religion, and it has always allowed people to see the
truths about life for themselves rather than enforcing a set of dogmas. It has also been very
flexible throughout its history in adapting to different customs to suit the needs of different
people.
‘Early Buddhism’

‘18 Schools’
Theravada

Mahayana (O AD- c 300 AD)

TIME

Pure Land
Tibetan
Zen

Nichiren
13th cent.

Theravada

Zen

Nichiren

Pure Land

Tibetan

Mahayana

5.2.1 Theravada Buddhism
This is the only surviving tradition of eighteen early schools, and prides itself in its long
tradition of teaching. Theravada, means ‘the way of the elders’, and is followed in the more
southern countries of Asia such as Sri Lanka, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Burma. Their
collective scripture is the Pali Canon mentioned in 2.3. They stress that the Buddha was a
human teacher, who discovered the truth about life, and passed on into nirvana.
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5.2.2 Mahayana Buddhism (SB pp. 135-156)
Mahayana Buddhism is considered to be a more embracing teaching than that previously
taught. It is therefore called Mahayana, or ‘great vehicle’, as opposed to Hinayana or ‘Lesser
vehicle’. Mahayana probably developed several hundred years after the Buddha died and is
considered a revitalisation of the original teaching. Their teachings are contained in a large
variety of Mahayana sutras or scriptures. They tend to present the notion that everyone has
the potential to become a Buddha, an enlightened being. A person should strive for
enlightenment not just for his or her own well being, but out of compassion for other living
beings. Anyone who seriously makes this resolve is called a bodhisattva (‘being of
enlightenment’), whose aim is to save others. By praying to great bodhisattvas one can ask
for help, and even on death go to the heaven produced by these great beings.
In Mahayana Buddhism the twin elements of Compassion and Wisdom come to the fore.
Here there is much common ground between Christianity and Mahayana Buddhism. In fact,
the overlap is so great that it can lead to confusion and Buddhists may merely consider Jesus
Christ as a great bodhisattva as will be explored later.

5.2.3 Vajrayana or Tibetan Buddhism (SB pp. 226-246)
Tibetan Buddhism developed its own distinctive characteristics mainly due to its geographical
isolation. It is basically Mahayana Buddhism with the addition of elements of Vajrayana, a
form of Buddhism that developed in India from the fourth century. It is a highly ritualistic
form that makes great use of symbolism:

Mantra
Mandala
Mudras

a powerful phrase or syllable.
a circular coloured diagram.
symbolic movements made with the hands.

Right: Notice the differences in this image of the Buddha that comes
from China with that in 4.7, or what you may have seen in the shrine
room.

Approximate percentage of Buddhist groups in 1991 according to tradition
adopted.

Great Britain
Germany

Theravada
27%
14%

Mahayana
22%
30%

Tibetan
21%
40%

Non-affiliated
30%
16%
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5.3

Major Mahayana Schools

There are many different forms of Mahayana Buddhism. Most of them had their origin in
China

5.3.1 Pure Land Buddhism
This form developed in China and Japan. It is a devotional form of Buddhism based on one
particular sutra that describes the Pure Land of the heavenly Buddha Amitabha. Amitabha is
not the historical Buddha who lived and died on this earth, but another enlightened being
who dwells in a heavenly realm. Faith in Amitabha Buddha leads to one being reborn in his
heavenly realm where it is easy to practise Buddhism and gain enlightenment. Pure Land
Buddhism is popular amongst Chinese, but it has not gained a large following in Britain.

5.3.2 Zen Buddhism
Zen developed in China, Korea and Japan. It emphasises a direct transmission of the
teaching from the teacher to the pupil rather than through a written text. Meditation is the
central practice, and one may achieve immediate enlightenment. Enlightenment may
therefore be achieved in one lifetime, and not thousands as presented in the Theravada
tradition. Zen had a great influence in both Chinese and Japanese culture. This can be seen
in painting, poetry, gardens and even martial arts.

5.3.3 Nichiren Buddhism
Nichiren was a thirteenth-century Buddhist teacher who felt that the Buddhism of his day was
corrupt, and called the Japanese people back to the Mahayana sutra known as the Lotus of
the Wonderful Law. The central practice of Nichiren Buddhism is the recitation of the mantra
namo myoho renge kyo. These Japanese words literally mean ‘homage to the lotus of the
Wonderful Law’. The most important movement in Britain is the lay organisation called Soka
Gakkai.
The significant change in the Mahayana tradition was the ideal of a bodhisattva.

In small groups you may like to discuss the nature of a bodhisattva. The following may help
you explore where Jesus Christ differs from a Bodhisattva.
Bodhisattva
An enlightened being
Responds to prayer out of compassion.
Merit imputed without reference to justice.
Followers saved to a ‘heaven’ (Pure Land)
from where one can achieve Nirvana.
Individual assisted, but not transformed.

Jesus Christ
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To think about:
Some Christians have used the Bodhisattva model as a point of contact to illustrate Christ's
willingness to live on earth and offer himself as a sacrifice for others. If there is common
ground between Christianity and Mahayana Buddhism with regards to compassion and faith,
what are the significant differences? Consider:
i.

The motives for compassion. What is the main plight of human beings?

ii.

The object of faith.

iii.

The means of deliverance. Consider the main symbols of Christianity and Buddhism: a
cross and a person seated in a lotus posture.
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5.4

Traditions within Buddhism in the UK

Buddhism in Britain is a heterogeneous mixture of the major traditions and some new
expressions. Within each of these traditions there are various schools. Generally, a school
does not have an exclusive claim to truth.
a.

The Buddhist Society
Founded in 1924 by Christmas Humphreys it is one of the original centres for Buddhist
teaching and practice in the West. The Society does not adhere to any one school of
Buddhism, but seeks to provide an introduction to the fundamental concepts common
to all, and later an introduction to some of the main schools.

b.

Theravada - ‘Forest Monks’
This school is the oldest in Britain, but it was not until the 1970s that an attempt was
made to practice the monastic tradition in this country.

c.

Zen Buddhism such as the Serene Reflection Meditation
Zen became popular with many in the West during the 1960s, but it was not until JiyuKennett returned from Japan as an ordained Master that the movement established a
monastic structure.

d.

Tibetan Buddhism.
The Chinese invasion of Tibet resulted in the exile of the Dalai Lama and his people in
1959. Many lamas have become influential teachers throughout the West, and the
charismatic personality of the Dalai Lama himself has done much to popularise this
tradition. The New Kadampa Tradition (NKT) was originally part of the Tibetan
tradition, but the Dalai Lama has criticised the leaders for some of their innovations.
The main Tibetan schools now regard the NKT as a ‘cult’.

e.

Friends of the World Buddhist Order (FWBO).
This is a new tradition of Buddhism established by an English Buddhist known by his
Buddhist name Sangharakshita. This is a particularly interesting movement because it
has deliberately tried to express itself in Western urban forms, and it does not follow
any single Asian tradition.

f.

Soka Gakkai International
This is a new religious movement that began in Japan, and is part of Nichiren school
of Buddhism. Since 1950 it has expanded around the world.
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5.5

‘Folk’ Buddhism

The expression ‘folk’ religion is often used to cover a wide variety of common practices that
are not consistent with the orthodox teaching of that religious tradition.
There is a similar
distinction between ‘folk’ Islam and ‘orthodox’ Islam, and even ‘folk’ Christianity’ and ‘ideal’
Christianity. In Britain, for example, the Christmas tree is very much a symbol of Christmas,
but it has its origins beyond the Biblical narrative of the birth of Jesus. Likewise in Buddhism
there is often a marked distinction between the Buddhism practised by the monks and that of
the lay people. Generally, Western Buddhists have rejected folk practices, but they are
common amongst many Asians. Western Buddhists are often interested in issues related to
the New Age Movement, and may make use of various aspects especially alternative
medicine.

5.5.1 Belief in nature spirits
In Thailand, for example, most larger houses will have a small temple to the nats (spirits)
close by. The Buddha never spoke against the worship of spirits or gods. His teaching
merely reduces them to just one of the six realms of rebirth (see 2.6). Spirits and gods are
therefore given offerings to alleviate misfortune in this life.

5.5.2 Astrology
Astrology is an important part of life throughout Asia, and many believe that the stars are
able to reveal one's fate resulting from past karma.

5.5.3 Alternative healing
Many Asian Buddhist monks practised medicine as part of their care for the laity. As a result,
over the years an elaborate system of healing has resulted. This traditional form of healing is
most common among the Tibetan traditions. Reflexology and aromatheraphy are also
common practices among many Buddhists in Britain.

5.5.4 Magical practices
Amulets are often worn as lucky charms to ward off evil spirits.

5.5.5 Miracles
Various miracles are associated with senior monks, especially in the Mahayana tradition.
Stories are told of monks who can see what is happening at great distances, and are even
able to levitate.

In small groups you may like to consider how Jesus Christ is portrayed in the Gospel of Mark
especially Mk 1:21-34. How would this image relate to folk Buddhists? What other Bible
passages could be referred to that show Jesus as healer and deliverer?
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5.6

Guidelines for discussion with Buddhists - some basic do's and don'ts.

In general, Western Buddhists are not interested in Christianity because it is the religion that
they have rejected. Whether they have really understood the true nature, or are merely
reacting to formalised Christianity and hypocrisy is questionable.

5.6.1 Discussions always occur within specific social contexts.
When you speak to a person there are a variety of dynamics at play.
a)

The first is personal and relates to a person's felt-needs such as a quest for spiritual
experience, answers to the reason for life, and alternative lifestyle. Western Buddhists
have often rejected Christianity, and you will need to appreciate some of their
prejudices.
They may consider Christianity as being irrelevant, boring, and
hypocritical.

b)

The second refers to the wider social context of family and friends. This becomes of
greater importance with Asian Buddhists whose whole family might be Buddhist. For
an Asian Buddhist to become a Christian would involve rejecting the family tradition
and the wishes of respected parents. In the case of Western Buddhists it may be
problems with family or friends that have resulted in an emotional breakdown from
which the person has turned to Buddhism.

c)

The third is that of national feelings and attitude. A famous debate occurred
between Christian converts schooled by the missionaries and Buddhist monks in
Ceylon in 1873. The monks gained the support of the majority of the local people
who saw them as opposing the British colonisers, and this resulted in a movement for
independence.

5.6.2 Ten points in speaking with people of other religious traditions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Integrity is important. Be genuine in your friendship.
Listen attentively.
Respect their customs and beliefs.
Be informed about your own Faith.
Use illustrations (stories, poetry).
Ask thought-provoking questions.
Present your beliefs openly, but never let it become an argument.
Refer to the Bible when appropriate.
Be constant in prayer.
Persevere.

5.6.3 Testimony
Individually, you may like to write your testimony in a way that would be meaningful for a
Buddhist. You may then like to share these with the group and talk about some of the
difficulties you found in doing this. This exercise could be used as a homework assignment.
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5.7

Strategies for Christians

At the end of this final session the group may be asking, ‘Where do we go from here?’ Use
the following questions to help you define a strategy for your church.
Individually list what you have found attractive about Buddhism and what has not appealed to
you.
What have you found attractive about What have you found less attractive?
Buddhism?

In a group you may like to discuss:

How has your Christian faith been challenged?
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The groups may then like to consider the following exercise:

What is the common ground between Christianity and Buddhism?
Christianity alone

Common

Buddhism alone

Brainstorm

What Christian help and teaching may a convert from Buddhism require?

You may like to close the session by praying for Buddhists throughout the world,
and then pray specifically for those Buddhists that you know.
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Appendix 1: Resources
1.

Further reading:

Burnett, David The Spirit of Buddhism (Tunbridge Wells: Monarch, 2003)
This book has been the textbook for this course. It explores the growth and changes within the
history of Buddhism from a Christian perspective.
Davis, John The Path to Enlightenment (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1997)
A useful summary of some of the main aspects of Buddhism written by a Christian missionary
to Thailand. Now out of print.
Harris, Elizabeth J. What Buddhists believe (Oxford: Oneworld, 1998)
This excellent book is based upon interviews with Buddhists living in both Asia and Britain,
and contains many of their personal insights.
Keown, Damien Buddhism: a very short introduction (Oxford: OUP, 2000)
A lucid clear account of Buddhist teaching. Highly recommended.
Pye, Michael The Buddha (London: Duckworth, 1979)
A concise study of the Buddha as a person focusing upon the legends of his enlightenment.
Rahula, Walpola What the Buddha Taught (Oxford: Oneworld, 1998)
Although this book was originally written in 1959 is still widely recommended by Western
Buddhists as a good introduction to the Theravada tradition.

2.

For further information about Buddhism in Britain you may contact:
The Buddhist Society
58 Eccleston Square
London SW1V 1PH
All Nations College, Easneye
Ware, Herts. SG12 8LX
Global Connections
Caswell Road
Leamington Spa
CV31 1QD

3.

Useful websites
Buddhist Society (UK)
Buddhism one
Dharmanet
Dharma the Cat
Tibetan Buddhism

http://www.buddsoc.org.uk/
http://www.buddhismone.org/
http://www.dharmanet.org/
http://DharmaTheCat.com/
http://www.tibet.com/buddhism/

Dharma the Cat is a very original site presenting Buddhist teaching with cartoons and stories.
It frequently has invited comments from people of other religious traditions.
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Appendix 2: Guide to some of the questions
Section 1.6 Asian and Western Buddhist
Asian Buddhists
Members of minority communities
Various languages and countries of origin
Brought up as child into religion
Accepted religious tradition
Follow Buddhism of home tradition
Tending to nominality
Little knowledge of Christianity

Western Buddhists
Members of majority community
Single language
Converted as adult
Different tradition (often seen as cult)
Follow Buddhism of various traditions
Usually strong conviction
Tended to have rejected Christianity

Section 2.4 Comparison of Christ and Buddha
Jesus Christ
Second person of the Trinity, Eternal God.
Born of a poor woman. Incarnation of God.
Birth foretold
Lived as a carpenter.
Concerned about human sin.
Obedience to the Father
Took role of rabbi (teacher)
Friends to whom was given Great
Commission
Message of faith in Christ
Used parables
Died on a cross when only 33
Now eternally with the father
Christ = the anointed one
3.4

The Eightfold Path

Jesus
He is the Way
The way is to the Father
Through faith in Christ
Seek to obey commands of Christ
Promise of a helper
3.5

Sakyamuni Buddha
An exalted person having many previous
rebirths.
Born of royal lineage.
Future foretold after birth
Lived in luxury and indulgence.
Concerned about suffering.
Self-effort: renunciation and meditation
Role of monk (later teacher)
Followers who were given 'Great
Commission'
Message of the Four Noble truths
Used parables (stories)
Died of an infection when 80
Paranirvana' – not able to help humans
personally.
Buddha = the enlightened one

Buddha
He points to the way
The way is to nirvana
Through self-effort
Seek to follow Middle Way
No helper

The Ultimate Aim

Nirvana
A state of non-being
'Blown out'
No rebirth
No relationship

Heaven
A place
With God
Eternal life
Relationship - love, joy, harmony, worship
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5.5. Folk Buddhism
In Mk 1:21-34 Jesus is seen a person who 1) teaches, 2) delivers the possessed, 3) heals the
sick. Buddhist monks are often concerned only about teaching and they continually refer back
to the Buddha. Jesus amazed the people by his note of authority as in the Sermon on the
Mount (Mt 7:28-9). In addition, Jesus addressed the peoples' practical problems. His message
was not to escape from the problems of the world, but to bring the Kingdom of God into the
problems of the world.
Suggestions for sharing with Buddhists

5.6

These are some of the areas that could be covered in speaking with Buddhists:







Seek to understand their quest by asking questions like: What is the meaning of life? What
is wrong with life? Are you satisfied with life? What is the reason for suffering?
Agree with their premise concerning the unsatisfactory nature of life.
Admit the failures of the Church, if you are challenged, but stress that the focus of
Christianity is upon Jesus Christ. Ask whether the life and message of Jesus still relevant
for today.
Ask thought-provoking questions: Is strict adherence to the Eightfold Path really possible?
Have they felt sin, guilt and failure and have they been able to adequately deal with them?
Humbly share how Christ has changed your life. Tell how acceptance of Christ as Lord of
your life has put an end to wrong self-centred desires and suffering.

Appendix 3:

Summary of Key dates

With regards to the early history of Buddhism I am following the traditional dating accepted by
the Theravada tradition.
624-544 BC
594 BC
544 BC
Sutta..
c. 444 BC
c. 273 BC
247 BC
Pitaka) c. 246 BC
c. 220
c. 100 BC

Life of Buddha according to Theravada tradition.
Sakyamuni's enlightenment.
First Buddhist Council at Rajagaha that established Vinaya and

c. 100 AD
c. 200
413
c. 500
552
642
c. 750
845

Fourth Council (not recognised by Theravada).
Time of the great Mahayana philosopher Nagarjuna.
Death of Kumarajiva translator of Mahayana texts in Chinese
Emergence of Tantra in India.
Buddhism spreads to Japan.
Buddhism reaches Tibet.
Padmasambhava takes Vajrayana to Tibet.
Persecution of Buddhism in China.

1197
1262
1281

Buddhist university of Nalanda in north India destroyed by Muslims.
Death of Shinran, Japanese scholar of Pure Land.
Death of Nichiren, Japanese scholar.

Second Council at Vaisali
Accession of King Asoka
Third Council at Pataliputra finalises the Tripitaka (Abhidamma
Prince Mahinda takes Theravada Buddhism to Sri Lanka.
Buddhism introduced to Burma.
Emergence of Mahayana in north India & first images of Buddha.
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c. 1617
1880
1899
1954-6
1956
1959

Dalai Lamas become rulers of Tibet
Madam Blavatsky & Col. Olcott take precepts, so becoming first
European and American converts to Buddhism
Gordon Douglas first European to be ordained Buddhist monk.
Sixth Council in Rangoon (Burma): Pali canon recited by 1,000 learned
monks and printed.
Celebration of the 2,500 th anniversary of the Buddha's death.
Chinese take over Tibet. Dalai Lama flees.
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Appendix 4: Key Terms
Buddhism has many important terms derived from various Asian languages. The main one
used here is the ancient Indian language of Pali preserved in the Theravada tradition. Where
the language is different the following abbreviations will be used: Chinese (C), Japanese (J),
Sanskrit (S), Tibetan (T). Word(s) in inverted commas represent a literal translation of the
term.
Abhidharma
Adhidharma-pitaka
Ajahn

Anatta (S: Anatman)
Anicca
Arahant (S. Arhat)
Atman
Bhikkhu (S. Bhiksu)
Bhikkhuni (S. Bhiksuni)
Bodhi
Bodhisatta (S. Bodhisattva)
Ch’an (C)
Dalai Lama (T)
Dana
Dhamma (S. Dharma)
Dukkha (S. Duhkha)
Geluk (T)
Geshe (T)
Gohonzon (J)
Kadam (T)
Kamma (S. Karma)
Lama (T)
Mahayana
Maitreye (C. Milofo)
Mandala
Manjushri
Mantra
Maya
Nibbana (S. Nirvana)
Pali
Raja
Rinpoche (T)

"Advanced doctrine"
The third corpus (“basket”) of the Pali Canon (Tripitaka)
A romanisation of the Thai rendition of the Pali work
"acariya". Meaning teacher or guide. In monastic usage it
implies authority, and requires respect.
Non-self. The doctrine implying that a being is impermanent,
a changing combination of components.
Impermanence
A worthy person, or in the Theravada tradition an enlightened
person.
“I”, self
Buddhist monk
Buddhist nun
Enlightenment, illumination
One who has taken a vow to become a Buddha
Chinese school teaching sudden enlightenment (see Zen)
“Ocean (of wisdom) Lama”.
Giving. In Theravada homes food is offered to bhikkhus.
The Buddha’s Teaching
Suffering, unsatisfactory
"Virtuous tradition". One of the four schools of Tibetan
Buddhism.
"Spiritual friend". A title given in the Geluk tradition for a
great scholar.
A paper scroll inscribed with Chinese and Sanskrit characters
commonly used in Soka Gakkai International.
An early school of Tibetan Buddhism founded in the eleventh
century by Atisha.
The energy of one's past good or bad thoughts and actions,
which has effect in future reincarnations.
"Wise teacher" Religious teacher of the Tibetan tradition.
“Path”.
“The great vehicle”. A movement that began in about 1st cent
AD, and dominates northern Asia.
"The loving one". A Bodhisattva popular in China.
A religious diagram, “circle” used in Tibetan Buddhism.
The Bodhisattva who personifies wisdom.
A ritual sound normally confined to Tantra.
The power of illusion
“Blowing out” of greed and delusions, which is equivalent to
enlightenment
“Text”, now used of the original language of the Canon.
Ruler, king.
"Previous one". A title of respect given to high ranking
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Samsara
Sangha
Soka Gakkai (J)
Stupa
Sunnata, sunyata
Sutta (S. Sutra)
Tantra
Tathagata
Theravada

Tipitaka (S. Tripitaka)
Vajra
Vajrayana
Vinaya
Zen (J)

Tibetan lamas.
Sequence of repeated rebirths
"Community". The assembly of monks
"Value Creation Society".
Monument commemorating death of the Buddha
Emptiness
Buddhist scripture
A form of Buddhism making use of magic and ritual to
achieve enlightenment
A title for the Buddha, “Thus-gone”
“The Doctrine of Elders”, the form of Buddhism based upon
the Pali Canon. Sometimes called Hinayana
The three baskets of the Pali canon.
“Diamond”, symbol of emptiness.
"Unsplitable”. A school of Tibetan Buddhism.
Monastic discipline; the first section of the Pali Canon
Japanese school advocating immediate enlightenment.
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